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1976 has witnessed a gradual improvement in the human rigjits situation in Spain. The Anti-terrorism
law was partially amended in February and new laws have been passed permitting greater freedom of
association and assembly. However, the beneficial effect of these measures has been greatly diminished
by the continuing practice of torture and by the failure of the Spanish government to deal effectively with
those people responsible.

Within Spain itself, various organizations, magazines and newspapers have, until recently, reported
documented incidences of torture. They have also stressed the point that not only is torture unacceptable
in any society but that it positively impedes the progress towards the establishment of those democratic
norms which the government has declared to be its objective.

In June 1976 this freedom to report was drastically curtailed by the action taken against two Madrid
weekly magazines by the authorities. Cuadernos para el Dicilogo was required to remove an entire article
with the exception of the cover and introduction of their dossier on torture and Cambio 16, although
allowed to publish, was informed that such reports were defamatory of the security forces and dealt with
issues under investigation. Allegations of torture are now considered as materia reservada and therefore
cannot be published.

Amnesty International's documentation on allegations of torture in Spain covers--with few exceptions—.
the whole of the past decade. The available evidence consists of victims' testimonies (many in the form of
formal complaints to the courts); lawyers' statements; protests and petitions signed by Spanish clergy,
intellectuals and professionals; reports of trial observers; and official transcripts of court decisions on
torture allegations.

The political changes after November 1975 have not stopped the practice of torture in Spain.
At the present time torture almost always is inflicted on those persons who are being interrogated within
the legally authorized 10 day limit. They are frequently released without being charged. The exact number
of persons subjected to this treatment is not known but as only a minority of torture victims testify to
their treatment it can be assumed that there are at least several hundred cases. This situation has not been
affected by the partial amnesty for political prisoners announced on 4 August 1976.

According to the information available to Amnesty International, only a minimal number of actual
allegations of torture, ill-treatment or illegal detention are under official investigation at the present time.
This falls far short of the thorough investigations and preventive measures that are necessary to stop the
practice despite specific assurances to the contrary given by government ministers.

Some of the cases under judicial investigation have been in the courts for months and none of the
alleged torturers is known to have been given exemplary punishment. For example, two policemen in
Castellon de la Plana were tried in March under charges of having tortured three men arrested for distribut-
ing illegal propaganda. They were sentenced to three days' arrest and 3,000 pesetas (£25) damages to the
victims. A police inspector in the Canary Islands was sentenced to five months' imprisonment and 6 years'
exile inside the country for the severe torture of a student in September 1975. He has yet to be tried on the
charge of the murder of a prisoner while in custody.

In view of the impossibility at present of publication or public discussion of this issue inside Spain itself,
Amnesty International is issuing this circular composed of translated extracts of documents received from
Spain, unpublished testimonies made available to Amnesty International, and statements and photographs
which serve to underline the strength of the persistent indications that torture has not abated in the
country during the past year. In 1975-76 Amnesty International has received 40 substantial testimonies
alleging torture and less precise details in a further 100 cases. This does not include the cases reported in
the Al Report on a Mission to Spain, July 1975.
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TORTURE IN SPAIN HAS NAMES AND SURNAMES
Words and phrases, unfortunately, are overshadowed by facts, the terrible facts corroborated
by hundreds of testimonies and even by formal denunciations which might be consigned to
oblivion in the legal bureaucracy.
There is fear, panic. People hardly dare give their names. Threats of retaliation if people
speak out are a daily matter. In spite of this, we can relate the cases of more than 100
victims of torture during the last months.

On 27 June 1976, the Catholic Justice and Peace National Commission of Spain published a
dossier entitled NO A LA 71MTURA. The above quotation is taken from the dossier. The names
of I 15 torture victims and descriptions of tortures were listed following this statement.

I was forced to change my cloth-
ing and they put me into a bath
of dirty water into which I was
violently plunged and they kept
my head under water until I lost
consciousness. Later I was un-
dressed. Then they put me back
into my clothes, continuing to
beat me on the soles of my feet,
thighs and buttocks...

Mariano Plata

Statement to the court on
26 April 1976 by MARIA
AMPARO ARANGOA, 23
year old trade union official,
arrested by the Guardia Civil
in Leiza, Navarra, on 21 April
1976.

Then the captain, the sergeant on
duty and three plainclothes men
started to beat him with a base-
ball bat, kicking him all over the
body. They did this for about an
hour, at short intervals. Then they
tied him to a chair and two
members of the Brigada Politico-
Social beat him with clubs and
even attempted to burn him with
a lighter... if you denounce mal-
treatment, we'll kill you around
any corner,' he was told.

Extract from a report of
Fax Christi, Barcelona, concern-
ing the case of factory worker,
MARIANO PLATA, arrested
on 29 March 1976, near
Barcelona. A medical certificate
corroborates the injuries. Maria Amparo Arangoa in hospitalThis weekly news magazine

published in Madrid was
prevented from printing a
feature article on torture in
Spain in its issue of 5-11 June
1976:

In this issue we wanted to
inform you, calmly and
objectively, about a very

'delicate and painful sub-
ject: TORTURE IN
SPAIN. It was our duty to a
society which wants to
take the road towards free-
dom and democracy.
Obstacles out of our con-
trol have prevented the
publication of the
report...

5 June 1976 


It is the Guardia Civil which has been responsible for directing the majority of
these operations. They have used all means of unimaginable tortures and have
even introduced new ones. The most common ones are:

batiera (the bath: the victim is undressed, wrapped in a blanket, tied and
plunged into a tub of filthy water containing the urine and vomit
of other victims)

quirofano (the 6perating table: the victim is streatched and tied on a table for
beatings with hammers and truncheons; pins are inserted under the
nails and fingers and testicles are beaten)

hanging by the wrists (the weight of the suspended body causes great pain
around the wrists)

electric shocks....

The road which seemed to be opening to-
wards a freer, more just and peaceful society,
is once again obstructed by violence, the
violence which many hoped had been finally
overcome... Repression has been hardened to
the point where maltreatment and various
forms of torture are considered a legitimate
means to extract information or force con-
fessions of criminal acts.

Extract from the pastoral letter dated 29
May 1976 by Mgr. Jacinto Argaya, Bishop
of San Sebastian and Mgr. José Maria Setién,
Auxiliary Bishop, published in the Catholic
weekly of Madrid, Ecclesia, on 12 June
1976.

... a large group of armed police were waiting at the entrance  (to the
church)... at that  moment inspectors from the Brigada de Investigación
Social and the officer in charge of the forces appeared... 'Are  you Father
Casasola?"Yes,  I  am.' Immediately three  members of the  BIS  and a
corporal cornered him in the left of the church against the confessional,
and while two of them held him by the arms the others  punched him with
a glove covered with metal rings and hit him with an iron bar  in the
stomach.

Extract of the testimony given by Father JOSE ANTONIO CASASOLA
describing the raid on his church Ntra. Sra. del Reposa, La Corza,
Sevilla on I April 1976. Report issued by the Justice and Peace National
Commission, June 1976.

ELIA MARTINEZ-CAVA, a 23 year old poultry farmer, pregnant, was arrested
with seven other persons in Madrid on 16 April 1976:

They beat me all over, on  the shoulders, back, arms,  thighs... strong con-
tinuous blows on the ears... they giasped my  hair with fury and pushed
me around like a ball... I  was interrogated 12  times in five days, once
for seven hours. I  told them I  was  pregnant, but that did not stop them.
I saw my husband... he was in a terrible state... he  could not stand up...
They beat bim in front of me  and told him: 'We have made  her abort, we
are going to kill her, you know; then we will  say it was an accident.'

Extract from a document issued by a group of Basque lawyers in May 1976 which cited
allegations of more than 60 cases of torture during the months of April and May 1976.

A group of leading Madrid lawyers issued a denunciation concerning the case
of all 8 people arrested at the sime time as ELIA MA RTINFZ - CAV A. In their
statement before the court they attested:

We have been able to see their injuries... wounds in the  wrists and on
the soles of the feet... bald patches on the scalp, swollen  testicles and
legs, torn nails...

A petition about this case with 2700 signatures was sent to the Minister of
Interior. It includes the following statement:

Today, when the whole  of Spanish  society and the country's leading
political figures are calling for an amnesty and democratic liberties, police
maltreatment is an impudent affront to a society which wishes to live
together peacefully.

The growing number of arrests, massive and
indiscriminate, has brought home the fact (of
torture) to the general population... We are
in a situation where detentions do not seem
to pursue offences, but rather to create a
climate of terror in an indiscriminate way.

Statenwnt by the Basque People's
Commissions for an amnesty for political
prisoners (Asociaciones Pro-Amnistia
de Euskadi), presented to the King of
Spain by the Basque-Navarra Association
of Architects on 5 June 1976.

Our colleague arrived at the prison with his thorax bandaged and complaining of acute
pains in his chest and spine. During the cross examination on 15 May by the military judge
assigned to his case, lie stated that the reason for his physical condition was a consequence
of the treatment he had received in the barracks of the District Command of the Civil Guard.
He also said that he had been forced to sign a statement prior to his transfer to the
Provincial Prison, affirming that his inj iries had been caused the day before his arrest (8
May) while lie was playing pelota (a traditional Basque ball game). However, his family say
that he left his house at 9 o'clock on the morning of 8th, two hours before his arrest, in
perfect health.

Extract from the petition signed by the members of the Medical College of Guiplizcoa,
appealing for an inquiry into the circumstances of the arrest and detention of their
colleague, Dr JUSTO ARISTA1N GOROSABEL. He was detained while at work in
the Provincial Hospital of Guipfacoa on 8 May and taken to the Guardia Civil barracks
in Avda de Zamalacárregui (San Sebastian) where he was held incommunicado until
14 May 1976 when he was transferred to the Provincial Prison.
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We ask you to pray for the soul of the
worker Antimio Gonzalez Ramos, who
died in Santa Cruz de Tenerife after
haring been beaten all over his body
for 45 minutes by the chief of the
Brigada Politica-Social (B.P.S.).
Receive him into your kingdom and
forgive him his sins in consideration
of his sufferings.

We ask you to illuminate the
conscience of the policeman, José
Matute Fernandez, who is believed
to be responsible for the death of
Antimio, in order that he may merit
your pardon.

Extract from a prayer contained in a leaflet denouncing torture and appeal-
ing for divine help for the torturers and forgiveness for the victims. This
leaflet was handed out by Gonzalo Arias Bonet, a pacifist and conscientious
objector who had been adopted as a prisoner of consCience by Amnesty
International. Ile and three other CO's were arrested on the streets on
27 June 1976 in San Sebastian while carrying out a peaceful protest.••••••••

In short the impression created by the
interrogators is of sheer terror. They are
fanatics, sadists, enemies of everything Basque.
Enemies of democracy, of all committed
religion, of the Basque clergy, of certain
lawyers, of the ikastasolas (Basque
schools), that is to say, of the people...

Extract from the testimony of FATHER
JESUS LASA, arrested in Tolosa on 10
May 1976. He was held at the Guardia
Civil HQ in San Sebastian for 10 days
where he was tortured by the bafiera and
beaten over a period of six days until the
intervention of his bishop produced an
improvement in his treatment.
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FATHER LLUIS MARIA XIRINACIIS is a catholic priest who was nominated
for the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize. lie has been conducting a sit-in in front of
La Modelo prison (Barcelona) since December 1975 to request the restoration
or civil liberties and the release of all political prisoners. On I May 1976
Father Xirinachs was arrested and taken to the Police 110 in the Via Layetana
where lie was severely beaten and abused:

Police Inspector: 'Why do you get into trouble?'
Fr. Xirinachs: 'It's a question of conscience.'

One of the police began to pull hair out of his beard, another from his
moustache; another seized his hair and shook him, pulling hairs out. The armed
policeman tells them:

'Leave him, he's already been taken care of.'
Tray to God for salvation.'

Another policeman says sarcastically:

'Father, forgive them for they know not what they do:

A red flag was brought in and wrapped around Father Xirinachs. A newspaper
was placed on his knees (to look like a surplice) to the accompaniment of
laughter and shouts:

'Red  priest, you're alright now; you're in your element...'
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While asking me questions to which I
said I knew nothing, they continued
submerging my head in that filthy
liquid and I felt more and more
asphyxiated. Two others beat me on
the back until I felt my stomach was
going to burst, and another tickled
me on the soles of my feet. When they
took my head out of the water all I
did was to vomit up everything I had
swallowed. They continued submerging
me in the filth. 'We'll leave you as we
did Amparito*,' they told me.The batb
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The above photograph shows police in action during a demonstration in Barcelona in the
Paseo General Mola on 1 February 1976.

I have observed a  hematome on the right eye extended over the entire perior-
bital region... a hematome of the size of a 50 peseta coin in the area of the
larynx... several hematomes in the rightside clavicular area... serious con-
tusions over the thorax, the abdomen... The patient, as a result of these
injuries, remained for many hours in a traumatic state...

Extract from the medical certificate of VICTORIANO RODRIGUEZ
CASADO, trade union official detained on 28 April 1976 in Aranjuez.

Testimony of ITZIAR 1ZAGUIRRE GOYA, a 16 year old girl arrested on
9 May 1976 and tortured at  the Guardia Civil barracks in San Sebastian,
Guipuzcoa.

*Marfa Amparo Arangoa, see above



AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is a worldwide human rights movement which

is independent of any government, political faction, ideology, economic interest

or religious creed. It works for the release of men and women imprisoned any-

where for their beliefs, colour, ethnic origin, language or religion, provided they

have neither used nor advocated violence. These are termed "prisoners of

conscience".

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL opposes torture and capital punishment in all

cases and without reservation. It advocates fair and early trials for all political

prisoners and works on behalf of persons detained without charge or without

trial and those detained after expiry of their sentences.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL seeks observance throughout the world of the

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Standard

Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has 1,665 adoption groups and national sections

in 33 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, North America and

Latin America and individual menthers in 78 countries. Each adoption group

works for three prisoners of conscience in countries other than its own. The

three countries are balanced geographically and politically to ensure impartiality.

Information about prisoners and human rights violations emanates from

Amnesty International's Research Department in London.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has consultative status with the United Nations

(ECOSOC) and the Council of Europe, has cooperative relations with the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American

States, is recognized by UNESCO, and has observer status with the Organization

of African Unity (Bureau for the Placement and Education of African

Refugees).

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is financed by subscriptions and donations of its

worldwide membership. To safeguard the independence of the organization, all

contributions are strictly controlled by guidelines laid down by Al's Inter-

national Council, and income and expenditure are made public in an annual

fMancial report.

In July 1975, Amnesty International sent a formal mission to Spain to investigate allegations of torture

reported to have occurred during the three-month state of exception (estado de excepciem) in the Basque

provinces of Vizcaya and GuipUzcoa. The report of the mission, published in September 1975, indicated

that the mission had found inter cilia "personal and direct evidence of torture of 45 Basque detainees. The

mission further received credible and convincing evidence that torture was systematically used against a

minimum of 45 Basque detainees (and possibly more who were not known to the contacts interviewed by

the mission) in the provinces of Vizcaya and Guiptizcoa during the state of exception and was used

frequently in Alava and Navarra provinces. . . The three major police forces participated or collaborated in

the torture of Basques: the Policia Armada (regular armed police), whose jurisdiction is the urban areas;

the paramilitary Guanlia Civil, with jurisdiction in rural, coastal and frontier regions; and the Brigada

Politico-Social, the special security police."

Copies of Report of an Amnesty International Mission to Spain (English and Spanish edition 35 pence; US $13.90) and further information

are available from the offices of Al national sections or from the International Secretariat, 53 Theobald's Road, London WC1X 8SP, England.
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